Position and level units at desired location. Place a bracket in the track of each joining unit (Fig A). Insert a thumb screw into the front hole of the bracket located in the Stationary jointing unit (Fig B).

On the other jointing unit attach the small bracket using the thumb screws, to the large bracket. Note the position of the slot in the large bracket. The slot should be positioned to slide over the thumb screw of the mating unit (Figure C).

Align the jointing units by sliding the notch of the large bracket over the thumb screw. Insert the remaining thumb screw into the last hole (Figure D). Tighten all thumb screws.

Note: A clamp may be need to pull the units together due to the padding and foam.

Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent. If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Service.